grapegrowing

Sustainability

Tapping into
vineyard irrigation options

Water management is an increasingly visible part of sustainability and this is pushing the wine industry to
review current irrigation practices in a bid to reduce usage. Writer Simone Madden-Grey recently visited
New Zealand and here she outlines some of the irrigation systems being utilised by vineyard operators.
Buried irrigation
Buried irrigation is experiencing
something of a renaissance in New
Zealand as growers look to postpone
river draw cut offs, extend dam water
use or fulfil corporate sustainability
objectives.
Improved
structural
integrity such as copper impregnated
drippers to prevent root intrusion and
the use of monitors to identify leakage
offer a better experience with buried
irrigation than that of previous decades.
Additionally, a buried system provides
protection from the harsh New Zealand
sun, which extends product life and
reduces evapotranspiration. Potential
entanglement hazards for livestock,
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machinery and humans are also removed.
The subsequent reduction in damage to
infrastructure and wear and tear also
offers gains in reassigning labour from
irrigation maintenance to other tasks.

Above ground

A number of factors including weed
control methods, machinery and
harvester use will determine line
positioning but the most common
location just out from the vine, risks
line compaction if harvesters are used.
This can be addressed through mid-row

Above ground, growers are collecting
increasingly detailed data in order to
move away from a broad brush approach
to irrigation. At Felton Road, Central
Otago, Blair Walter says that during the
replanting of Block 6 in 2006, a review of
each vine during the growing season and

particularly successful with young vines
and this technique is best employed after
the vine is established.
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Croptide prototype sensors at Stoneleigh Vineyard in Marlborough. Photo: Pernod Ricard Winemakers

positioning, which is also beneficial for
weed management.
Weed control was the primary reason
André Lategan experimented with
burying irrigation lines in the mid-row
at Amisfield, Central Otago. Likewise,
cover crop development is promoted,
which in turn builds soil quality and
improves soil water holding capacity
and positioning the lines outside heavy
machinery axle dimensions, lowers
compaction risk. Lategan hypothesised
that if the water source moved to the
mid-row, vine roots could be encouraged
towards the middle and undervine
weed mass would be reduced. After a
successful trial the number of blocks at
Amisfield with this system has gradually
increased. Where subsurface irrigation
is typically positioned at 30cm from the
vines and 50cm deep, Lategan drops the
line to a depth of 10-15cm in the midrow, in order to easily install and move
the tubing when training roots to extend
horizontally. It should also be noted
that neither form of buried irrigation is
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after harvest resulted in the mapping of
individual vine water usage and dripper
position. The irrigation line was then
structured such that it could be easily
moved along the wire, positioning the
dripper further from the vine trunk
as the roots became more established
and in turn, moving any water source
for weeds further away from the trunk.
The amount of water delivered from
each dripper is also adjusted should the
mapping show strong growth from a
particular vine. This process combined
with the use of buried irrigation in all
new blocks and some established blocks,
provides a detailed mechanism by
which to monitor and adjust irrigation
requirements on a per vine basis.

Satellite imagery
For larger-scale producers, satellite
technology is being used to refine
irrigation programmes. David Allen,
viticulture transformation manager at
Pernod Ricard Winemakers says the
company has been part of a project
www.winetitles.com.au
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The Croptide team (l-r), Tom Biggs (CTO), Finn Brown, Nick Fitzpatrick, Hamish Penny. Photo: Croptide

with Deep Planet to develop a virtual
soil moisture map tool. Data from soil
moisture probes, soil and vigour maps
together with satellite soil moisture
readings down to approximately 5-10cm,
is used to create a picture that will
highlight wet areas in a block. Pernod
Ricard Winemakers are also working to
automate the soil moisture map review
process in order to flag areas for further
investigation.

Plant sensors
Another tool to guide irrigation
requirements is a plant sensor called
a pressure chamber or pressure bomb.
Dr Mark Krasnow of Thoughtful
Viticulture provides pressure chamber
measurements to a number of clients
and he sees water potential as the blood
pressure of the grapevine, saying it is
the metric we want to be measuring.
A recent Bragato Research Institute
(BRI) study led by Kransow compared
irrigation based on pressure chamber
measurements with that based on less
direct measurement methods. The
‘Optimisation of Irrigation in New
Zealand Vineyards’ study took place
in 2017-20 in Marlborough, Hawke’s
Bay, Wairarapa and Central Otago. The
split plot experiments compared a deficit
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protocol of longer irregular irrigation
sets (8-10 hours) delivered in response
to plant water potential measurements
falling below the desired threshold with
a control of frequent short irrigation
sets (1-2 hours) based on data from soil
moisture probes, visual inspection and
weather forecasts. The study yielded
compelling evidence for scheduling
irrigation using data drawn directly
from the vine itself, concluding that on
average per hectare, the deficit treatment
used approximately 50% less water than
the control. A progress report can be
found on the BRI website and the final
report, including yield analyses and
chemical and sensory analysis of wines
from participant wineries, was made
available to New Zealand Winegrowers
members in January 2022.

Croptide plant sensor
A plant sensor currently in development
at Croptide in Hawke’s Bay, is looking
to provide a precision tool that is
competitively priced and easily scaled.
Co-founded by Hamish Penny and Finn
Brown, the company’s goal is to create
what they describe as a smartwatch for
plants. A small trial was completed in
2020 with Villa Maria in which data
gathered from a prototype was compared
www.winetitles.com.au

with pressure chamber measurements.
The results were positive enough to
progress the early prototype into an
iteration sufficiently attractive to bring
Cloudy Bay, Pernod Ricard Winemakers,
Villa Maria and Indevin onboard as
participants in the 2022 trial.
Highlighting that the product is still in
the R&D phase, Croptide commercial
director Nick Fitzpatrick says industry
support has been crucial in helping
develop the sensor. The possibility of
receiving real-time plant water potential
readings through remote sensors
connected to a network is something
Pernod Ricard Winemakers were keen
to investigate. Allen says the potential
water savings, particularly when applied
to Sauvignon Blanc, is something he sees
as beneficial not only for Pernod Ricard
Winemakers, but for the wider industry
in New Zealand. The correlation
between data from a soil moisture probe
network, the Croptide plant sensor and
technology such as satellite imagery is
the way forward according to Allen,
particularly if the product is priced
correctly and easily scaled.
At Cloudy Bay, viticulturist John
Flanagan says the decision to participate
in the Croptide trial was an easy one.
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Water management and strategic
irrigation for quality gains have
become an increasingly important part
of vineyard management at Cloudy
Bay. Flanagan says pressure chamber
readings together with soil moisture
probe readings have been used for the
last three growing seasons so they are
keen to see how the Croptide technology
compares. During the summer, Flanagan
says two technicians are assigned to take
daily pressure chamber readings, so the
potential to remove that labour cost
makes the Croptide sensor an attractive
alternative. Should the technology prove
successful, Flanagan says it should be
possible to use data gathered from the
sensors to adjust irrigation automatically
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Croptide’s plant sensor technology is still in development. Photo: Cloudy Bay

based on predetermined settings. The
potential to overlay plant sensor data
with other information such as weather
and rain forecasts, soil maps and so forth
is another positive for Flanagan.
“There is real scope for that to happen
once you understand the soil type, the
grape variety and what your requirements
are from a quality point of view in the
vineyard. It is technology that should
be quite straightforward to implement,”
he said.
Looking ahead, Fitzpatrick says the
vision for the Croptide sensors is that
they will be simple enough for a grower to
receive and install the sensor themselves.
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As irrigation practices continue to 2
evolve, advancements in technology and
the growing body of scientific research 3
have a critical role to play in providing a
range of practical options to achieve an
intelligent and efficient use of water in
the vineyard.
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